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Lab Exercise: Setting up OSS Ecosystem (Review Only)) 

Speaker Name: Erwin Earley 
(eearley@perforce.com) 

 

 

Introduction: 

The first step to working with Open Source Solutions on IBM i is to 'bootstrap' OSS support which is the 
process of installing a number of utilities as well as defining a package repository.  The steps in this 

exercise have already been completed on the lab system they provide for your review as well as 
reference should you decide to explore OSS on your home systems.   
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1. Bootstrapping OSS 

Bootstrapping is the process of installing utilities and repository definitions to enable the system with the 
necessary commands for managing open source packages. 

Section 1. Install via ACS 

Version 1.1.8 or later of ACS has support for management of open source packages. 

__ 1. Start ACS 

__ 2. Select 'ToolsOpen Source Package Management' 

 

 
 

__ 3. When prompted, connect to the system via SSH: 

 

 
Note the 'Container' field.  This allows for management of packages in separate containers.  We 
will look at containers in more detail in a later section of the workshop. 

__ 4. Upon successful establishment of the SSH connection a check is made to see if the open source 
support is installed, if it is not then a dialog box is displayed prompting for installation of the 
Open Source environment: 
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__ 5. Select <Yes> in the dialog box to install the open source environment.   

At this point a command window will be displayed showing the actions that are taking place 
(copying of files into the IFS). 

 

 
When the installation is complete, a completion message is displayed: 
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__ 6. After closing the informational message dialog box, the ACS windows for managing open source 

packages will be displayed.   

Section 2. Alternative Installation Method – SQL Script 

An SQL script is available that will install the open source ecosystem when ACS is not available. 
 

__ 7. Download the bootstrap file from 
ftp://public.dhe.ibm.com/software/ibmi/products/pase/rpms/bootstrap.sql  

__ 8. Run the script through ACS or STRSQL. 

 

Upon completion a message will be displayed indicating the successful status of the installation: 
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Section 3. Post Installation Steps – Set default shell 

The shell is the CLI that is used in the PASE environment.   As a foundational definition the purpose of 
the shell is to provide an interface to specify commands to execute and parameters for those commands.   
In the PASE environment the default shell is the 'ksh' – while this is a popular shell in the AIX 
environment it's not used much in the open source space.  The most popular shell in the open source space 
is the bash shell and it is the shell that the exercises in this workshop assume is being used.  The following 
steps were run to set the default shell for all users to 'bash': 
 

__ 9. Use the 'qsys2.set_pase_shell_info function to change the default shell for all users: 

call qsys2.set_pase_shell_info('*DEFAULT', '/QOpenSys/pkgs/bin/bash'); 

__ 10. To see the shells defined for users on the system use the following select statement: 

 

select authorization_name, pase_shell_path  

   from qsys2.user_info  

   where pase_shell_path is not null; 

 

__ 11. Another way to accomplish this that will work for all user's regardless of whether they currently 
exist or are created in the future is by adding the following entry to the 
'/QOpenSys/QIBM/UserData/SC1/OpenSSH/etc/ssh_config' file: 

 

ibmpaseforishell /QOpenSys/pkgs/bin/bash 

 

The above will cause all inbound ssh connections to use the shell indicated by the path 

[http://www-01.ibm.com/support/docview.wss?uid=nas8N1011555] 

 

Section 4. Post Installation Steps – Establish User Environment 

While 5250 commands such as 'qp2term' and 'qsh' are available to access the PASE environment 
the preferred/recommended way to access the environment for working with OSS packages is via an ssh 
connection.   
When an ssh connection is established the first thing the shell does is to read and execute the commands 
found in the .profile file of the user's home directory.  By default, the user's home directory is a 
directory that has the same name as the user profile and that directory is in the /home directory. 
 

__ 12. Start an ssh connection to the IBMi (typically done via PuTTY for Windows or the ssh command 
on a Mac) 

__ 13. If home directories aren't created for users on the IBMi system, then the directory will need to 
be created manually: 
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mkdir /home/<user-name> 

 

For purposes of the workshop, two environment variables are going to be set.  Environment 
variables are used to modify the behavior of various commands.  Both of these environment 
variables will be set by putting commands in the user's .profile file. 

The first environment variable that we are going to set (actually change) is the execution search 
path ($PATH) which is a set of directories that the shell searches, in order, to find entered 
commands.  Most commands that are installed from Open Source packages are placed in the 
/QOpenSys/pkgs/bin directory.    

__ 14. Change directory to the user's home directory: 

 

cd /home/<user-name> 

 

__ 15. Edit .profile and add the following two lines: 

 

PATH=$PATH:/QOpenSys/pkgs/bin/ 

export PATH 

__ 16. The second environment variable that we are going to set (again actually change) is the value of 
the TERM variable which indicates the terminal type – this is important for commands such as 
editing commands to ensure that they address the terminal type features correctly: 

__ 17. While still in edit on the .profile add the following two lines: 

 

TERM=xterm 

export TERM 

__ 18. Save and exit the file 

 

**** END OF EXERCISE **** 

 

 

 


